WEEKLY NEWSLETTER

A ROTHWELL SWIM!
Yet again, for both the Gallery and
Primary, Monday had the spirit of a
Friday and although pupils were
soaked wet through, it wasn't due to
Britain's signature weather (go
figure). On the 4th of March, our
pupils cannonballed into Rothwell's
swimming baths, making a
collective tsunami or two that may
or may not have submerged some
of the public (making waves is a
tricky business). Mr Panda took his
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experience in the pool a little too
seriously, demonstrating how many
laps one could achieve within a 45
minute slot (no Panda has ever
swam better). Unfortunately, Mr
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Shimeld had forgotten his
swimming shirt… making it unclear
to many whether he was a staff
member or pupil… (Sorry man,
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DINOSAUR CHAOS!

LESSONS TO LASERS!
Another group of pupils revisited
our beloved 'Xscape', looking to
perfect their laser skills after
defeat at the hands of Mr
Brennan aka Sargent Brennan
(that's right, I did some digging)
and Josh. This time Corey took the
spot as top dog, reducing his
enemy to ash (in his imagination
of course, I hear it's quite vivid).
Well done Corey for eliminating
Josh and Mr Brennan from their
respective podiums (I mean Josh
doesn’t even like star wars
anymore, so how could he ever
be deemed the king of a laser
based activity? Outrageous, out of
the question).

couldn’t resist).

Finally, Primary have been diving head first
into a book called ‘What the dinosaurs did last
night’ for the duration of last week… Each
night, in the cover of darkness, dinosaurs get
up to all sorts of mischief and chaos, resulting
in parents blaming their unsuspecting
children. It was then discovered the dinosaurs
had been doing the same in our primary
classrooms each evening (yes, this indeed
confirms the events of toy story as fact not
fiction).

